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 CLASA A V-A L2 

LISTENING VARIANTA 1 

 

I. Listen to a mother and father talking about tidying up. You will hear the conversation 

twice. (20p) 

Where does each item belong? 

For questions 1-5, write a letter A-G next to each item. 

You will hear the conversation twice. 

 

1 ketchup ⃝ A dining room 

 2 towels ⃝ 
B desk drawer 

3 passport ⃝ 
C children’s bedroom 

4 printer ⃝ 
D garage 

 5 garage key ⃝ 
E kitchen cupboard 

F fridge 

 

G bathroom shelf 
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II. Read the following text and complete the sentences with one word: (20 p) 

Sports in schools in the UK 

  In the UK all students have to do Physical Education at school until the age of sixteen. 

The most popular sport at school is football, but each school may choose the sports for its 

students. Team games are generally preferred, but students also do individual sports, like 

athletics or gymnastics. Students may also have dance or fitness classes at school. 

 Every week, a teenager in Britain does about two hours of sports. Some students 

choose to do after-school sports and they go to sports clubs. 

 Pupils like P.E. a lot. It is among their favourite subjects in school. 

Now fill in the gaps: 

a. Students in the UK .....................1).to do P.E. untill they are 16. 

b. The most popular sport is ................2).. 

c. Students do both .................3).. sports and .................4)..sports. 

d. Examples of individual sports are ...............5). and ....................6).. 

e. Usually, a teenager in the UK does about ...............7) minutes of sport every week. 

f. Some students prefer to go to sport ...........8).  

g. They can also have ..............9). or .................10)..classes at their school. 

III. Choose the correct answer A,B or C. (20 p) 

1. My friend ...........American. 

A  not is     B are not     C isn’t 

2. The women in my family ...... very tall 

A have     B are      C am 

3. Jane is a nurse; she ....... in a hospital. 

A works        B is working      C work 

4. My uncle....... near here. 

A not lives   B doesn’t lives    C doesn’t live 

5. I ...... a big breakfast. 

A am always having   B always have   C have always 

6. My mobile isn’t working so I .... my sister phone. 

A using     B  ’m using    C use 

7. What ..... right now? 

A do you do    B are you doing     C do you doing 

8. ...... the tickets and passports? 

A Got you    B Have you got    C Do you have got 

9. Every morning I .... before breakfast. 

A make shower   B am showering   C have a shower 

10. Dave isn’t very well; he ..... a bad cold. 

A is having   B  ’s got      C    ’ve got 

IV. Write about your favourite singer.  (60-80 words)(30p)    
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Barem 

I. Listening 20p 1----F, 2---C, 3---B, 4----D, 5----A 

II. 20p   1.have     2. football   3. team   4. individual 5.athletics 6. gymnastics 7. 120 a 

hundred and twenty 8.clubs 9. dance  10. fitness 

III. 20p   1C  2B  3A  4C  5B  6B  7B  8B  9C  10B 

IV.30 p: 

 

1. Accuracy and content. Words should be spelled correctly and word order used properly. 

Title related to the topic. – 10 points 

2. Organisation and cohesion. Storyline should be clear, though paragraphing could be 

minimal. – 5 points  

3. Appropriacy of register and format. Consistent register suitable to the story.– 5 points 

4. Range. Narrative tenses with vocabulary appropriate to the chosen topic of the story. – 5 

points  

5. Target reader. Would be able to follow the storyline. The story should be original. – 5 

 

 


